TPPA It Ain't Over Rallies 14 Nov 2015 – What we want!
Aotearoa NZ Peoples' TPPA Demands
The Government has no democratic mandate to sign away our
democratic powers in the TPPA. Before it takes any steps
towards signing the agreement, the Government shall:
1. undertake independent human rights, health, environmental
and climate change impact assessments of the potential effects
of the TPPA on the people and land of New Zealand, and make
this information publicly available.
2. support Local Government New Zealand to undertake an
independent assessment of the impacts on local government of
the TPPA, and consult fully with local government.
3. fully engage with its Treaty of Waitangi partners to hear and
address their concerns about the TPPA and refer the text and
any proposed legislation to the Waitangi Tribunal to conduct a
full risk assessment of impacts on tangata whenua; iwi and
hapū.
4. withdraw its consent to the secrecy pact among the twelve
TPPA countries and release all background documentation
relating to the negotiations.
5. initiate a full public and parliamentary debate on the TPPA,
including Select Committee hearings with public consultation,
and put the TPPA to a public referendum, before formal
signing.
We will continue to mobilise New Zealand citizens in opposition
to the TPPA until our demands have been met.
Go to Real Choice and sign on for their TPPA referendum from
Monday 23 Nov to Monday 30 Nov: http://www.realchoice.nz/
http://itsourfuture.org.nz/news/
http://itsourfuture.org.nz/tppa-text/

Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA) gives corporates
a lot of power. TPPA text reveals that it will:
 put downwards pressure on workers’ wages and conditions
 restrict internet freedom
 raise Pharmac costs
 increase costs on copyrighted materials
 allow GMO food to be grown and sold without mandatory labelling
 let foreign investors challenge our law through Investor-State
Dispute Settlement (ISDS)
 restrict regulation on overseas investments
 undermine climate action and green jobs
 prevent new limits on mining, fracking and drilling
 lock in asset sales
 stop government restricting foreign investors buying our homes
 fuel financial crises
 stop 'buy-kiwi-made' policies
 restrict how local government acts, when making rules for the
public interest
TPPA will give some NZ producers slightly improved market access for
their exports, but are plenty more downsides. Why are we trading away
our sovereign power to legislate in the public interest?
The TPPA hasn't yet been Signed, and won't be signed until at least
February 2016.

TOGETHER WE CAN STOP IT!

